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ABSTRACT

In a recent paper a cyclotron maser model was proposed as an alternative explanation of coronal type III
solar radio bursts. However, the discussion was preliminary in that it was limited to a local theory and in that
the propagation of the emitted waves was studied with a simplified scheme. The present article complements
the earlier study by simultaneously computing the ray trajectory with amore sophisticated approach and esti-
mating the intensity of the amplified waves. Numerical results lead to the conclusion that the O1-mode is
insignificant despite the robust initial growth rate predicted by local theory, while X1- and X2-modes are
equally important. This finding is consistent with observations and confirms the scenario originally put
forward in the earlier paper.

Subject headings:methods: numerical — Sun: corona — Sun: radio radiation

1. INTRODUCTION

In a preceding article (Wu et al. 2002), an alternative sce-
nario for the solar type III radio emission is proposed. The
model differs from the standard theories in that instead of
the plasma emission process (see the references in Wu et al.
2002), it emphasizes the cyclotron maser process, in which
the radiation is produced by a direct linear maser instability
mechanism rather than through an indirect nonlinear con-
version process. The key underlying assumptions in this
model are the presence of flare-associated streaming elec-
trons that possess a distribution with a perpendicular popu-
lation inversion and the existence of density-depleted flux
tubes in the low corona, in which the physical conditions
are favorable for the operation of the cyclotron maser
instability.

The discussion presented in Wu et al. (2002) is prelimi-
nary. It is limited to the local linear growth rate computa-
tion such that the saturated wave amplitude could not be
estimated. The purpose of this article is to complement the
previous work in this regard.

For an inhomogeneous medium, wave saturation may
take place as a result of the combined nonlinear and convec-
tive processes. For the sake of simplicity, however, we
ignore the former process in the present study. When an
electromagnetic ray propagates in a plasma with inhomoge-
neous density and magnetic field, the local wave-particle
resonance condition changes spontaneously from place to
place. Such a detuning effect leads to the convective satura-
tion of the ray.

To carry out the present study we adopt a scheme that is
more sophisticated than that used byWu et al. (2002). In the
present discussion, we solve the equations for ray trajectory
while computing local growth rate and wave amplitude con-
comitantly at each point along the ray path. As a conse-
quence, we are able to address a number of outstanding
theoretical issues that must be resolved if the model pro-
posed byWu et al. (2002) is to be substantiated.

In the following, two relevant issues are described:
According to Wu et al. (2002), it is found that for sources
located in the low-altitude ranges, the extraordinary mode
with a frequency near the fundamental electron gyro-
frequency (X1) can have spatial (temporal) growth rates
that are much higher (lower) than that of the X-mode with a
frequency near the harmonic of the gyrofrequency (X2).
This finding may be interpreted as implying that the inten-
sity of the X1-mode should be much higher than that of the
X2-mode if the amplification is primarily governed by con-
vective growth (if the wave amplification is by temporal
growth, then the X1-mode should have much lower inten-
sity than theX2 mode).

Another issue is that for the source region characterized
by 0:4 < fpe=fce < 1 (where fpe is the plasma frequency and
fce is the electron gyrofrequency), the O1-mode (ordinary
mode near the fundamental gyrofrequency) and the X2-
mode have comparable local growth rates. This result may
be interpreted as indicating that the observed fundamental
(F) and harmonic (H ) components should be characterized
by an opposite sense of polarization. However, according to
the report by Dulk & Suzuki (1980), in almost all of the F-H
pairs observed, the two components have the same sense of
polarization (observations cannot distinguish between X-
and O-mode polarization—all they can tell is that both the
F and H components have the same sense of polarization).
Again, the discussion by Wu et al. (2002) could not resolve
this issue.

As will be discussed, the present analysis is able to resolve
these issues. We will demonstrate, by means of numerical
solutions of combined ray tracing/intensity equations, that
the X1- and X2-modes achieve comparable saturation
amplitudes and that the convective growth of the O1-mode
does not rise to a significant level. The organization of the
present paper is that x 2 presents the discussion of the physi-
cal models, fundamental equations, and numerical results,
while x 3 presents the conclusions.

2. MODELING AND NUMERICAL STUDY

2.1. Magnetic FieldModel

In the present discussion we are concerned with the solar
corona in the vicinity of a sunspot. It is very difficult to
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model the sunspot magnetic field in full generality, but for
the sake of discussion, we model a unipolar magnetic field
along the axis of the sunspot, following Zheleznyakov
(1970):

Br ¼ B0 1� hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2 þ b2

p
� �

; h ¼ r� R� ; ð1Þ

where B0 (in gauss) is the magnetic field intensity at the base
of a sunspot of radius b, and r is the distance measured from
the center of the Sun (r and b are given in kilometers), r ¼ 0
being the center of the Sun, and r ¼ R� ¼ 7� 105 km being
a solar radius. A schematic diagram showing the geometry
under consideration is displayed in Figure 1, where hP repre-
sents the polar angle defined with respect to the axis with the
footpoint at the center of the sunspot. To model the entire
three-dimensional unipolar magnetic field, we make use of
the relation

D

xB ¼ 0,

1

r2
@r2Br

@r
þ 1

r sin �P

@

@�P
ðB�P sin �PÞ ¼ 0 : ð2Þ

We expect that the angular component of the magnetic field,
B�P , should vanish when �P ¼ 0 and that it should be an odd
function of hP. On the other hand, the radial magnetic field
component, Br, should be an even function of hP and should
maximize at �P ¼ 0. Armed with this information, it is
reasonable to assume that

Brðr; �PÞ � �BBrðrÞ cos �P ; B�Pðr; �PÞ � �BB�PðrÞ sin �P : ð3Þ

Inserting equation (3) into equation (2), we obtain the three-
dimensional magnetic field (with azimuthal symmetry) valid
in the vicinity of the sunspot,

Bðr; �PÞ ¼ r̂rBrðr; �PÞ þ �̂�PB�Pðr; �PÞ ;

Brðr; �PÞ ¼ B0 cos �P 1� hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2 þ b2

p
� �

;

B�Pðr; �PÞ ¼ B0 sin �P
rb2=2

ðh2 þ b2Þ3=2
� 1þ hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

h2 þ b2
p

" #
; ð4Þ

where h ¼ r� R� is as defined previously.
For the specific choice of physical parameters, we model

the reference field strength at the base of the sunspot as
B0 ¼ 103 G, and choose the sunspot radius as
b ¼ 3:20� 104 km (note that b=R� ¼ 0:0452). For future
reference, the local electron gyrofrequency is given by

fceðr; �PÞ ¼ 2:80Bðr; �PÞ MHz ; ð5Þ

where Bðr; �PÞ ¼ ½B2
r ðr; �PÞ þ B2

�P
ðr; �PÞ�1=2 is the total

strength of the local magnetic field. Note that the angular
electron gyrofrequency is alternatively given by
�ceðr; �PÞ ¼ 2�fceðr; �PÞ ¼ 1:76� 107Bðr; �PÞ rad s�1.

Figure 2 shows the plot of the model magnetic field lines
computed on the basis of the present model described in
equation (4). The distances are all normalized with respect
to the solar radius. Figure 2 also shows, in gray scale, the
background electron density profile as well as the density-
depleted tube that runs vertically at the center, indicated by
the dark shaded vertical structure. The modeling of the
background electron density and the density-depleted duct
will be discussed next.

2.2. Models of Interior and Exterior Density

In the present scenario, radio emission occurs inside the
density duct. We are concerned with a situation in which the
streams of energetic electrons are generated near the foot of
the sunspot and, which subsequently travel outward along
the magnetic field lines. We may envisage a situation in
which the source region of the radiation (i.e., the physical
location of the electron beam) coincides with a narrow
radial tube or density cavity (or duct), with the typical
radius of the tube being much smaller than the sunspot
radius (see Fig. 2). For the present purpose, the average
(background) electron density in the corona will be modeled
according to a formula that is qualitatively similar to the
Newkirk model (Newkirk 1967),

nOe ðrÞ ¼ 109ðr=R�Þ�6 : ð6Þ

In the above, the superscript ‘‘O ’’ is meant to designate the
density ‘‘ outside ’’ the density cavity. We desire to model
the density depletion that gradually disappears as the alti-

Fig. 1.—Unipolar magnetic field model of a sunspot
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Fig. 2.—Two-dimensional representation of the model unipolar mag-
netic field lines, together with a gray-scale density plot, which includes a
density cavity with footpoint at the center of the sunspot.
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tude increases. The interior of the density duct is, therefore,
modeled by the depleted density profile given by

nIeðrÞ ¼
nOe ðrÞ

102gðrÞ þ 1
; gðrÞ ¼ 1� tanh

r� 5 R�

2 R�
; ð7Þ

where the superscript ‘‘ I ’’ is meant to denote the ‘‘ inte-
rior.’’

To complete the modeling of the electron density, we
must construct the entire three-dimensional density profile.
We want the density duct to be aligned with the radial mag-
netic field lines emanating from the center of the sunspot
(this is just for the sake of convenience—the footpoint of
the duct can be located anywhere within the sunspot, and
there can be multiple ducts) but with a much smaller radius
at the base. We also model the density duct to stretch out
radially with no variation along the angular direction. The
following three-dimensional model is adopted for the
present purpose:

neðr; �PÞ ¼ nOe ðrÞ þ
nOe ðrÞ � nIeðrÞ
2 tanh ða=�Þ

� tanh
x� a

�
� tanh

xþ a

�

� �
;

x ¼ r sin �P ð8Þ

where a represents the characteristic width of the duct, and �
denotes the smoothness associated with the density duct
wall. For specific choices, we take a ¼ 103 km, which corre-
sponds to a=R� ¼ 1:43� 103. Considering that the normal-
ized sunspot radius is given by b=R� ¼ 0:0452, the present
choice of duct radius represents a much smaller dimension
when compared to the sunspot size (a=b � 0:032). For the
smoothness parameter, �, we simply choose �=R� ¼ 0:005.
The specific choice of � is not critical. The gray-scale density
plot shown as a backdrop in Figure 2 has been generated
according to the model described in equation (8).

The local plasma frequency is given by

fpeðr; �PÞ ¼ 8:98� 10�3n1=2e ðr; �PÞ MHz : ð9Þ

The angular plasma frequency is alternatively given by
!peðr; �PÞ ¼ 2�fpeðr; �PÞ ¼ 5:64� 104n

1=2
e ðr; �PÞ rad s�1.

Plotted in Figure 3a is the ratio fpeðr; �PÞ=fceðr; �PÞ as a func-
tion of normalized solar altitude and normalized horizontal
distance. Figure 3b plots the same ratio computed inside
and outside of the density duct. Note from both Figures 3a
and 3b that the ratio fpe=fce remains small inside the duct,
but rapidly rises as one approaches the duct wall. The ratio
fpe=fce gradually rises as the altitude increases. Plasma char-
acterized by the condition fpe=fce < 1 is favorable to the
excitation of the X and O electromagnetic modes with
frequencies in the vicinities of the first few electron gyro-
harmonics by the cyclotron maser instability mechanism,
provided there exists a free energy source (i.e., nonthermal
energetic electrons), which is discussed next.

2.3. Model of Energetic Electrons

In what follows we use the normalized momentum,
u ¼ p=mec. In the cylindrical coordinate system we may
write u ¼ ðu?; ukÞ, where ? and k denote directions perpen-
dicular and parallel with respect to the local magnetic field,
respectively. In a spherical coordinate system, we may
alternatively write u ¼ ðu; lÞ, where u ¼ ðu2? þ u2kÞ

1=2 and
l ¼ uk=u. The total electron distribution function is consid-
ered to be a combination of a background (thermal) compo-
nent and a tenuous energetic (nonthermal) electron beam
component. The beam electrons are modeled to represent a
quasi-monoenergetic distribution with a nonzero average
pitch angle and possessing momentum dispersion in both
energy and pitch-angle space.
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Fig. 3.—(a) Plot of the ratio of fpe=fce vs. solar altitude and a horizontal distance (both normalized to solar radius). The deep valley in the middle represents
the density duct. The horizontal range roughly covers the entire sunspot. (b) Comparison of the same ratio when the horizontal coordinate is chosen at x ¼ 0
(i.e., ‘‘ inside ’’ the density duct) vs. the asymptotic value (x41, designated as the ‘‘ outside ’’ value).
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We choose the following form for the electron distribu-
tion:

Feðu; lÞ ¼ f0ðuÞ þ
nb
n0

Fbðu; lÞ; F0ðuÞ ¼
e�u2=�2

0

ð
ffiffiffi
�

p
�0Þ3

;

Fbðu; lÞ ¼
gðlÞ

�3=2�3AuAl

exp �ðu� u0Þ2

�2

" #
;

gðlÞ ¼ sech2
l� l0
Dl

; ð10Þ

where nb5 n0 is assumed (i.e., the number density of non-
thermal electrons is much lower than the background com-
ponent). If the average speed associated with the electron
beam is v0, then the quantity, u0, is related to v0 by
u0 ¼ ðv0=cÞð1� v20=c

2Þ�1=2. The quantities, �2
0 and �2, are

the electron thermal energy normalized to mass energy cor-
responding to the background and energetic components,
respectively. The quantity, l0, represents the cosine of
the average pitch angle, and Dl designates the spread in
pitch angle. The normalization constants, Au and Al, are
given by

Au ¼ 1þ
2u20
�2

� �
1þ erf

u0
�

� �
þ 2ffiffiffi

�
p u0

�
e�u2

0
=�2

;

Al ¼
Dl

2
tanh

1� l0
Dl

þ tanh
1þ l0
Dl

� �
: ð11Þ

In what follows, we impose some simplifying assumptions.
In reality, as the beam electrons travel along the magnetic
flux tube, the electron distribution should evolve in time (or
in space, if viewed from the coordinate system moving with
the average electron speed). However, to simplify the mat-
ter, we will consider that the phase-space distribution
remains largely unchanged. This is, of course, a gross over-
simplification of the actual situation. However, to discuss
the actual beam evolution along the flux tube is very compli-
cated as the evolution of the beam electron distribution will
be affected not only by adiabatic phase-space volume con-
servation but also by a self-consistent wave-induced
momentum space diffusion process. For the present pur-
pose, we will simply adopt the assumption that energetic
electrons possessing free energy are available within the
radio source region. For specific choices of parameters, we
adopt � ¼ 0:05, u0 ¼ 0:5, l0 ¼ 0:8, and Dl ¼ 0:5. Figure 4
shows the plot of the model energetic electron distribution.

The number density associated with the beam electrons,
nb, is of interest. Note that in our model, the energetic elec-
trons do not necessarily exist only within the density duct,
since the physical mechanism that creates the density duct
and the generation mechanism for energetic electrons may
be unrelated to each other. To model the number density of
the energetic electrons in a quantifiable manner is extremely
difficult. To simplify the analysis, therefore, we will simply
model the energetic electrons to have a number density that
is directly proportional to the local electron density, but
with a small scaling factor,

nbðx; zÞ ¼ n̂nneðx; rÞ ; ð12Þ

where n̂n is the said scaling factor. We choose n̂n ¼ 0:001
throughout the present analysis.

2.4. CyclotronMaser Instability

The presence of the energetic electrons together with low
fpe=fce inside the density duct imply that the direct emission
of radiation can take place via a cyclotron maser instability
mechanism. The temporal cyclotron growth/damping rate,
which includes the cyclotron damping by the background
electrons, is given by

�� ¼ �

2

f 2pe
f

1

ð1þ T2
�ÞR�

X
s¼1; 2; 3; ���

Z
d3uð1� l2Þ

� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ u2

p
� sfce

f
�N�ul cos �

� �

� f

fce
K� sin �þ T�ðcos ��N�ulÞ½ � Jsðb�Þ

b�
þ J 0

sðb�Þ
� �2

� u
@

@u
þ ðN�u cos �� lÞ @

@l

� �
Feðu; lÞ ;

b� ¼ f

fce
N� sin �uð1� l2Þ1=2 : ð13Þ

In the above, � ¼ X ;O; N� represents the index of refrac-
tion for the X=O modes; JsðbÞ is the Bessel function of the
first kind of order s; h is the wave phase angle; and T�, R�,
and K� are the so-called magnetoionic parameters. These
are defined by

N2
� ¼ �� ; �X ¼ 1� f 2pe

f ð f þ �fceÞ
;

�O ¼ 1� �f 2pe
f ð�f � fce cos �Þ

;

� ¼ sþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos2 �þ s2

p� � f 2pe � f 2

j f 2pe � f 2j
; s ¼ ffce sin

2 �

2j f 2 � f 2pej
;

RX ¼ 1� �f 2pefceð1þUÞ
2f ð f þ �fceÞ2

;
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Fig. 4.—Model beam electron distribution, where uk > 0 is the upward
direction.
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RO ¼ 1þ
�f 2pe fce cos

2 �ð1�UÞ
2 f ð�f � fce cos �Þ2

;

U ¼ �2 � cos2 �

�2 þ cos2 �

f 2 þ f 2pe
f 2 � f 2pe

;

TX ¼ � cos �

�
; TO ¼ �

cos �
;

KX ¼
f 2pe

f 2 � f 2pe

fce sin �

f þ �fce
; KO ¼

f 2pe
f 2 � f 2pe

�fce sin �

�f � fce cos2 �
:

ð14Þ

With the model distribution from equation (12), we have
numerically calculated the growth rate (eq. [13]) for
fpe=fce ¼ 0:1 and for an arbitrary value of the density ratio,
nb=n0 ¼ 10�3. Other parameters are the same as considered
in Figure 4. The result is plotted in Figure 5. The meaning of
the mode designations such as X1, X2, O1, O2, etc. is
obvious; X1 represents the X-mode with an excitation fre-
quency in the vicinity of fce, X2 means the X-mode with a
frequency near 2fce, and so on.

Among the physical parameters that affect the temporal
growth of the cyclotron modes, the ratio fpe=fce is the most
important factor that determines which mode should be
locally excited, damped, or remain marginally stable. This
property of the cyclotron maser instability is best described
when the maximum temporal growth rate—determined
over the entire two-dimensional parameter space of fre-
quency versus angle space, ( f,h), for a given value of
fpe=fce—is plotted against fpe=fce. Such a plot is shown in
Figure 6. The key features are that for low fpe=fce (say less
than 0.3 or so), all three modes, i.e., X1, X2, and O1 are
excited, while for fpe=fce greater than �0.3 but less than
unity, only X2- and O1-modes are predicted to grow. For
fpe=fce between 1 and �1.5 or so, only the X2-mode should

be excited. TheO2-mode growth rate is, by and large, unim-
portant when compared with other modes.

On the basis of this finding, which was obtained with the
local growth rate computation, one might be tempted to
conclude that in the case of pair emission, when the radia-
tion source (electron beam) is in the lower corona where
fpe=fce is very small, the emitted fundamental radiation
should be in the mixed polarization (X1 and O1), while the
harmonic component should be anX-mode (X2). One might
go on to conclude that as the source moves to higher alti-
tudes, then at some point, the X-mode component associ-
ated with the fundamental emission should gradually
disappear, so that it would be dominated by the O-mode.
Such a conclusion is, of course, at variance with some of the
reported observations. However, as we will discuss in the
next subsection, the local growth rate property is only part
of the story. To definitively test the present scenario, one
must compute the convective amplification of the electro-
magnetic rays as they move up the density duct, while
undergoing multiple reflections off the density cavity wall.

We will demonstrate that the O-mode rays do not have
significant saturation amplitudes while X1- and X2-modes
both reach comparable intensities as a result of spatial
amplification and saturation. This finding implies that the
pair emission under the present scenario should be polarized
in the same sense of X-mode polarization for both the fun-
damental and harmonic components. Let us discuss this in
detail next.

2.5. Convective Amplification of Rays

The time rate of change in the electromagnetic ray inten-
sity along the ray path can be determined by the wave
kinetic equation,

dI�=dt ¼ S� þ 2��I� ; ð15Þ

which is applicable along the ray paths, and where
I�ð f ; �; tÞ is the ray energy per unit frequency and phase
angle. The quantity S� is the spontaneously emitted spectral
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power,

S� ¼ �
f 2pe
f 2

mec2

ð1þ T2
�ÞR�

X
s¼1; 2; 3; ���

Z
d3uð1� l2Þ

� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ u2

p
� sfce

f
� n�ul cos �

� �

� f

fce
K� sin �þ T�ðcos ��N�ulÞ½ � Jsðb�Þ

b�
þ J 0

sðb�Þ
� �2

� u2Feðu; lÞ : ð16Þ

One can easily show that if there were no energetic electrons
so that all the electrons are in thermal equilibrium, then the
relation

�� ¼ �fS�

ðmec2�
2
0Þ

between S� and �� exists, and the wave intensity would not
change in time, as a result of the balance between the spon-
taneous emission and induced absorption. This implies that
the equilibrium electromagnetic intensity spectrum
(dI

equil
� =dt ¼ 0) can be determined as

I equil� ¼ Te

f
:

When the beam electrons are present, the left-hand side of
equation (15) is finite (dI�=dt 6¼ 0) so that the ray intensity
can either amplify or damp along the ray paths. It turns out
that the spontaneous emission term plays a key role in the
wave amplification process. The numerical results will show
that despite the linear growth rate property, the O-mode
rays generally do not reach any appreciable amplitude,
while for the frequency range of interest to solar radio
physics, both X1- and X2-modes undergo significant ampli-
fications. This can be only understood from the disparity
associated with the terms SX and SO in equation (15). A pre-
liminary discussion of this point was already put forth in the
discussion by Wu et al. (2002), where they showed that
spontaneously generated O-mode wave power is much
weaker than that of the X-mode. To put it simply, the com-
parative magnitudes of the temporal growth rate, �X and
�O, are insufficient in solving for the intensities, IX and IO,
but we must also consider SX and SO. The present analysis
includes both.

We reiterate that the wave kinetic equation (15) must be
solved along the ray paths. The ray trajectory can be deter-
mined from the ray tracing equation, which is given by

dx

dt
¼ cN�

R�
sin �ð1� P�Þ ;

dy

dt
¼ 0 ;

dz

dt
¼ cN�

R�
cos �ð1þ P� tan

2 �Þ ;

d�

dt
¼ c

2N�R�

�
S� sin � cos �P

1

B

@B

@r
� sin �P

r

1

B

@B

@�P

� �

�Q�ðcos	 cos � sin �P � sin � cos �PÞ
1

ne

@ne
@r

�Q�

r
ðcos	 cos � cos �P þ sin � sin �PÞ

1

ne

@ne
@�P

	
; ð17Þ

where

x ¼ r cos	 sin �P ; y ¼ r sin	 sin �P ;

z ¼ r cos �P ;

PX ¼ �
�f 2pe fceð1� VÞ
2N2

X f ð f þ �fceÞ2
; PO ¼

�f 2pe fce cos
2 �ð1þ VÞ

2N2
O f ð�f � fce cos2 �Þ2

;

QX ¼
f 2pe

f ð f þ �fceÞ
1� Y

�fce
f þ �fce

� �
;

QO ¼
�f 2pe

f ð�f � fce cos2 �Þ
1� Y

fce cos
2 �

�f � fce cos2 �

� �
;

SX ¼ � 2�2

�2 þ cos2 �

�f 2pe fce

f ð f þ �fceÞ2
;

SO ¼ 2 cos2 �

�2 þ cos2 �

�f 2pefce cos
2 �

f ð�f � fce cos2 �Þ2
;

V ¼ ffceð1þ cos2 �Þ
2j f 2 � f 2pej

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2 þ cos2 �

p ; Y ¼ �2 � cos2 �

�2 þ cos2 �

f 2pe
f 2 � f 2pe

:

ð18Þ

Some examples of ray paths are shown in Figure 7. The
rays shown below are all launched at x ¼ 0 and at solar alti-
tude z ¼ 1:1 R�. The initial launch condition for these rays,
i.e., the phase angle, h, and the frequency, f, are not necessa-
rily chosen according to the local maximum wave growth
condition. These are chosen somewhat arbitrarily. The pur-
pose of these rays is only to demonstrate the actual ray paths
inside the duct. In the study of ray intensity calculation
along the ray paths, to be presented subsequently, we will
rigorously determine the initial phase angle and frequency
on the basis of the local temporal growth condition. At any
rate, for the moment, to simplify the discussion, let us
choose the initial phase angles to be all set equal to � ¼ 90�.
For the X-mode, we launch two rays, one with frequency at
1.2 times the local electron gyrofrequency, f ¼ 1:2fce (again,
this is somewhat arbitrary), which represents an X1-mode,
and the second ray with frequency f ¼ 1:9fce, which qualita-
tively represent X2. For the O-mode rays, we choose
f ¼ 1:1fce for the O1-ray, and f ¼ 1:9fce for the O2-mode.
As the figure shows, all the rays propagate up the field lines
while undergoing multiple reflections off the density cavity
wall. Observe that the harmonic modes (X2 and O2), owing
to their higher frequencies, penetrate deeper into the density
duct wall before they reflect.

Let us continue with the similar ray tracing calculation,
but we now compute the ray intensities along the ray paths
as well. For this purpose, as noted earlier, we need to pro-
ceed carefully and choose the initial conditions (h and f ) so
that the rays with the optimal local growth conditions can
be selected. We proceed with the following scheme: First,
we choose the launch height of the initial ray (the horizontal
location is the same for all rays, i.e., at the center of the
duct, x ¼ 0). For a given height, z ¼ R cos �P, the local
plasma frequency, fpeðx ¼ 0; zÞ, and the gyrofrequency,
fceðx ¼ 0; zÞ, as well as their ratio, fpe=fce, are automatically
known from the model density and magnetic field. We then
compute the frequency and phase angle, ð f ; �Þ, correspond-
ing to the most unstable mode, by carrying out a local insta-
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bility analysis over two-dimensional parameter space,
ð f ; �Þ, and by choosing the maximum growth rate by sur-
veying the entire two-dimensional f-h space. This computa-
tion is done separately for the X1-, O1-, and X2-modes. The
distinction between the X1- and X2-modes can be made by
judiciously limiting the frequency ranges to be surveyed for
the most unstable mode. The X3 and higher harmonic
modes as well as O2 and higher modes are all ignored. We
repeat a similar procedure as we move up to sources at
higher altitudes.

The result of such a ray trajectory computation is shown
in Figure 8. The source heights were chosen to be located at
z=R� ¼ 1:1, 1.11, 1.12, . . ., 1.19, 1.2, and 1.21. The altitudi-
nal range of the sources are indicated in the figure. As men-
tioned, the choice of frequency and initial phase angle for

each ray was made in accordance with the temporal growth
condition so that each ray corresponds to the fastest grow-
ing mode at the source location. As the rays move to differ-
ent locations, however, the local physical condition changes
spontaneously such that the initially most unstable mode
may no longer correspond to the most unstable mode in the
new location. This is owing to the detuning effect of the
cyclotron resonance condition. The local growth rate may
even turn negative (i.e., cyclotron damping or, equivalently,
cyclotron absorption), which is why the local linear growth
rate theory (Fig. 6) is not sufficient to determine the actual
wave amplitudes. It should be noted that if the spontaneous
emission term in equation (15) were not present, then the
waves that are growing initially would all eventually damp
away and be reduced to zero amplitudes (I� ! 0) since,
eventually, the rays would all be out of resonance with the
local cyclotron frequency. However, since the energetic elec-
trons possess enough free energy, it turns out that the spon-
taneously emitted nonthermal cyclotron radiation is
sufficient to overcome the damping effect to make the right-
hand side of equation (15) positive for the rays under
consideration.

As already mentioned, we have also simultaneously
solved the wave kinetic equation (15) while computing the
ray paths, so that the change in the ray intensity along the
ray path can be calculated automatically. The result of such
a computation is shown in Figure 9, in which ray intensities
corresponding to the same rays as shown in Figure 8 are
plotted versus time. To indicate the fact that the rays
launched at lower altitudes possess higher frequencies, we
have shifted the vertical axis in proportion to the ray fre-
quency, so that the resulting cumulative plot resembles the
dynamic spectrum. Take for instance, the ray emanating
from the source located at z0=R� ¼ 1:1. The gyrofrequency
at the source is given by 248.3 MHz. The fastest growing
X1-mode is determined from the local growth rate calcula-
tion as having frequency f ¼ 256:6 MHz. Likewise, the X2-
and O1-modes possessing maximum growth rates are deter-
mined as being f ¼ 451:9MHz and f ¼ 222:4MHz, respec-

Fig. 7.—Sample ray trajectories. The solid lines correspond to rays with frequencies close to the fundamental ( fce) electron gyrofrequencies, while the
dashed lines represent rays with frequencies close to 2fce. The gray-scale background indicates the electron density; the darker the area, the higher the density.
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each ray corresponds to the fastest growingmode.
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tively. Armed with this information, we have shifted the
intensities IX1(t), IO1(t), and IX2(t) corresponding to
z0=R� ¼ 1:1 along the vertical axis by 256.6, 222.4, and
451.9, respectively. Moving on to the next source location,
z0=R� ¼ 1:11, we find that theX1-,O1-, andX2-modes pos-
sess frequencies of 217, 188.9, and 382.1 MHz. Correspond-
ingly, we have shifted the intensities along the vertical axis
by the same respective numbers.

We have further manipulated the result in another way to
mimic the dynamic spectrum. That is, we have arbitrarily
and successively delayed each plot along the time axis to
represent the source motion. This was done in accordance
with the recognition that sources at higher altitudes (and
lower frequencies) should emit rays with a time delay equal
to the time-of-flight effect associated with the average source
motion. We have assumed that the source is moving up the
field at a constant average speed of 0.1c.

Note that the frequency range of interest to the actual
solar radio astronomy is between �30 and �200 MHz. We
have included higher frequency ranges only for the sake of
discussion. The first important point to note is that the O1-
mode amplification only occurs when the sources are at rela-
tively low altitudes (i.e., a high-frequency regime that is not
of practical interest) and that the convective amplification
ceases to be effective in the actual frequency range of inter-
est. Note also that, although the local linear growth rate
plot in Figure 6 indicates that the X1-mode should possess a
much lower growth rate than the X2-mode (if the amplifica-
tion process is dictated by temporal growth), the two modes
attain comparable amplitudes in the quasi-saturation stage.

To see this even more clearly, we have replotted some of
the data already shown in Figure 9, in a new format. That is,
in Figure 10 we have plotted the intensities IX1(t), IX2(t), and
IO1(t) computed at fixed frequencies versus time, without

the artificial time delay. Four choices of frequency are
adopted, namely, f ¼ 180, 160, 140, and 80MHz. Note that
the asymptotic values of IX1(t) and IX2(t) are roughly com-
parable for all cases. In general, IO1(t) is much lower than
IX1(t) and IX2(t). For 140 and 80 MHz frequencies, IO1(t) is
altogether insignificant. This figure clearly shows that the
O1-mode is generally insignificant and that both fundamen-
tal and harmonic components should be polarized in the
sense of theX-mode having comparable intensities.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, which complements the paper by Wu et
al. (2002), a new scenario of the generation of type III
radio emission, which involves radiation emission by
cyclotron maser instability, is further explored by means
of numerical computation of ray intensities. According to
the discussion by Wu et al. (2002), which is limited to lin-
ear grow rate computation, the levels of the excited wave
modes could not be estimated. As a result, a number of
theoretical issues remained outstanding. Among them,
local growth rate calculations show that X1-mode can
have growth rate which is much higher (lower) than that
of X2-mode if the amplification is dictated by spatial
(temporal) growth, which is not consistent with observa-
tions. Another tentative conclusion that one may draw
on the basis of local theory is that the O1-mode should
be as important as the X1-mode, which is again not sup-
ported by observations.

To address these issues, one must compute the saturated
wave intensities. For this purpose, we have formulated and
solved the equations for ray trajectory and wave amplitude
evolution under the model magnetic field and density duct.
According to our numerical results, it is found that, for all
practical purposes, the O1-mode amplitude is insignificant.
Second, we found that both the X1- and X2-modes attain
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Fig. 9.—Ray intensities corresponding to the rays whose paths are
shown in Fig. 8. Note that O1-mode intensity is much lower than X1- and
X2-mode intensities over the frequency range of practical importance, i.e.,
30 MHz 	 f 	 200 MHz. Note also that X1- and X2-mode intensities pos-
sess comparable saturation magnitudes over the same frequency range.
This shows that both the fundamental and harmonic components of the
coronal type III bursts, according to the present emission mechanism,
should be polarized in the sense of X-mode and that both components
should have comparable magnitudes.
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comparable amplitudes in the saturation stage. The present
findings imply that both the fundamental and harmonic
components of the coronal type III pair emissions should be
polarized in the sense of the X-mode and that both compo-
nents should have comparable intensities, thus further
strengthening the alternative scenario of coronal type III
bursts by Wu et al. (2002). These findings could not be pre-
dicted on the basis of local linear theory.

Before we close, we reiterate that the present study is
based on a highly simplified model of a solar magnetic flux
tube and density duct (eqs. [4] and [8]). In principle, one
could use a self-consistent magnetic and density model
calculated on the basis of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
simulations, instead of the present simplified model. For
instance, numerical models of small-scale solar magnetic
flux tubes have been carried out (Steiner et al. 1986, 1998).
Although these works were motivated by structures in the
photosphere and, as such, their simulations barely reach the
chromosphere, much less the bottom of the corona, the gen-

eral methodology can be applied to the simulation of the
lower coronal magnetic field and density structures. Having
obtained more realistic models, one could then incorporate
the ray tracing/intensity calculation into these models and
study features associated with type III bursts that cannot be
studied with the present simple approach, such as self-
absorption or striation. These are obviously beyond the
scope of the present work, but should be pursued in the
future.
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